
date:! 14 September 2014
to: ! Board of Forestry
from:! Cate and Eric Moore
! Tailshold Tree Farm!
! cateymoore@mac.com
re: ! AB 1504 implementation into Forest Regulations

We are the owners of a 160 acre tree farm in the Santa Cruz Mountains.  We belong to 
several forest landowner groups (Central Coast Forest Association, Forest Landowners 
of California, American Tree Farm, Forest Landowners Association) and prescribed fire 
councils (North Coast Prescribe Fire Council, Central Coast Prescribed Fire Council).  
We are landowners and we talk to landowners, so we know how we/they think.

After reviewing the material presented at the September 5, 2014 Public Stakeholder 
Meeting on AB 1504, we respectfully submit the following observations.

Landowners are the people who are ultimately going to execute these operations 
and bear the costs - or not.

When push comes to shove, landowners are the ultimate decision makers.  Forest 
landowners are already experiencing regulatory exhaustion.  We are not pleased with 
the prospect of more rules, more data to gather or more reports to file.  These are the 
burdens that push active land managers into laissez-faire non-managers and send 
energetic people looking for easier ways to use their land.  We have several vineyards 
in our immediate neighborhood, and we know they don’t have to file these reports and 
they are making more money annually than we are.  It remains a constant temptation.

What is the cost/benefit analysis for landowners?

We didn’t see a cost analysis for carbon sequestration operations.  Since we are the 
ones who are ultimately going to have to pay for all this, we want to know:

! costs for measuring the data
! costs for compiling and running statistics
! costs for processing data through models
! costs for submitting reports
! costs for processing reports at the agency level
! benefits that we - as landowners - will reap from these activities

With costs/benefits as a driving factor for landowners, we urge you to remember the 
following:

! extremely accurate measurements are generally extremely expensive



Scientists find it very tempting to measure everything to the microgram, but that is not 
the level of information needed for informed decisions.  Strive instead to find the 
minimum amount of easily and inexpensively obtainable data that will be sufficient.  
!
Regulations need to be limited to what a landowner/manager can actively manage.  We 
cannot and should not be stuck with accountability for activity beyond our reach.

When forestland is healthy, everything else takes care of itself.

Sequestering carbon is not a primary driver of our land management decisions, nor do 
we think it should be.  A well-managed forest will naturally extract carbon dioxide from 
the atmosphere and good management decisions will limit the amount that goes back 
into the atmosphere.

Our land management decisions will always be driven by forest health.  Our key 
considerations are:

! are the trees currently healthy?
! is spacing appropriate for growth?
! are we seeing regeneration?
! is there enough water?
! is light reaching the forest floor?
! what is our current fire hazard?
! are we seeing bugs or fungal diseases?
! how are our other plants and animals faring?
!
Emphasizing carbon sequestration or extraction in land management as currently 
envisioned by the charts in the AB 1504 presentation can lead to poor management 
decisions that ultimately release more carbon dioxide than good basic practices.  We 
see the following potential problems with encouraging overstocking or accelerated 
growth to demonstrate an increase in sequestered carbon:

! hazard of stand-destroying wildfires increases
! hazard of disease or insects increases
! vegetation becomes weakened by competition for nutrients and water
! available ground water decreased, which adversely impacts summer stream 
flows (*)
! landscape loses its safety margin for surviving droughts
! managers become reluctant to rejuvenate their land through planned disturbance 
cycles like prescribed fire, timber stand improvement cuts or clearing brush

(*) information from “Competition for limited dry season ground-stored water between forest use 
and stream flow in the Waddell Valley” by Robert O. Briggs, 2/13/1999  We would be happy to 
provide copies to interested parties. 



Try charcoal as a carbon sequestration vehicle. 

There is a better way, and it can be achieved through prescribed fire and adjusting the 
way biogen plants work.

The key to this different way lies in charcoal (aka biochar).  We noticed that charcoal 
was wholly absent from the carbon cycle charts.  We would like to introduce it now.  
Charcoal is produced by partially burning wood in a low intensity fire.  Once produced, 
charcoal is an immensely stable form of carbon that remains in the soil for thousands of 
years.  It has some very desirable characteristics that will help alleviate other 
environmental problems California faces.  

! charcoal locks water in the soil
! charcoal locks nutrients in the soil

It can be introduced into the soil via “slash and char”, a term for low level prescribed 
burning practices used by Amazonian Indians.  More information can be found in the 
book “1491” by Charles C. Mann, on pages 306-311, the section entitled “Gift from the 
past”.  Briefly, the Indians burn their forest for cropland with a very low intensity, smoky 
smoldering fire.  The end product produces a lot of charcoal in the soil.  Something 
similar was probably used by our own indigenous populations.  

We can bring it back in two ways, through low intensity prescribed fires and by adjusting 
biogen power plants so that one of their end products is charcoal.  The charcoal 
produced by prescribed fire can remain in the soil where the fire burned.  This might 
also serve to mitigate the loss of snowpacks to retain water in the mountains.  The 
outputs of the biogen plants can be a highly-sought after agricultural soil amendment.  
What farmer doesn’t dream of dramatically reducing his need for water and fertilizer?  

None of this is ready for prime-time, but validation and refinement of techniques can be 
easily done on small plots of land.  We are curious about such ideas as:

! running cattle through a forest the year after a prescribed fire to infuse the 
charcoal with nutrients
! determining the best charcoal to soil ratio for summer water retention.
!
This approach also has appeal to landowners that want to improve their land’s 
productivity.  We may not do this for the cause of carbon sequestration, but we will do it 
for ourselves.  The rest of California can just sit back and enjoy the benefits.

Yours truly,
Cate and Eric Moore

cc:! Central Coast Forest Association
! Forest Landowners of California
! Steve Davis, Central Coast Prescribed Fire Council


